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Good Morning, Chairman Koo and Members of the Committee on Technology;
thank you for inviting us to comment on proposed laws 1094-2018, a measure
introduced by Speaker Johnson to enhance the Council’s oversight ability; 09862018, Chairman Koo and CM Holden’s measure to increase accessibility of City
agency–generated data; and 1098-2018, CM Kallos’s bill to digitize the City’s
historical data.
My name is Rachel Burd; I am the Associate Director of the Public Utility
Law Project of New York. I am standing in for our Executive Director, Richard
Berkley, who was unfortunately unable to attend.
The Utility Project, often called PULP, is, as you in know, a 37-year-old
nonprofit public interest law firm, policy, and advocacy organization. Our
mission is to advocate, educate, and litigate on behalf of New York’s low-,
middle-, and fixed-income utility consumers.
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Our work includes protecting New Yorkers—your constituents—who have
rights as utility consumers+ that most have little knowledge of; advocating in
key venues to lower or reverse rate increases; and fighting the anticonsumer
behavior of exploitive entities such as retail energy service companies (ESCOs)
that overcharge, deceive, and illegally change consumers’ accounts. With the
Speaker and Members’ support, we have been able to bring this assistance
directly to New Yorkers.
We also appreciate the relationships we’ve developed concerning critical
federal actions that will undermine vital programs serving the City’s vulnerable
households, such as the Trump Administration’s attacks on the Lifeline
program and attempts to eviscerate the Home Energy Assistance Program.
Today we are here to discuss important Council concerns about the
collection, creation, and handling of data by Mayoral agencies—and Council
access to it; the standardization of the formats of such data; and the digitization
of the historic records containing such data,
Data is a key tool PULP uses in our work. From analyzing the data offered
by utilities to attempt to justify rate increases to determining where in the City
consumers facing shutoffs, termination notices, and deferred payment
agreements are concentrated, data helps PULP determine not only the areas of
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greatest need but also locations where the utilities may be circumventing
consumer rights. PULP has successfully pressed to make some of this Statecollected information publicly available, thereby avoiding lengthy FOIL
proceedings. We are now diving into New York City’s water utility—the Water
Board. Last spring, using the City’s Open Data Portal, we were able to
determine not only how many New Yorkers were in danger of having liens on
their water bills put up for sale, but also in which boroughs they were
concentrated.
The Speaker’s bill is designed to improve access to agency data—
enhancing the Council’s ability to provide oversight—while simultaneously
protecting the confidentiality of personally identifiable information (PII)
through a new method, and safeguards, for access to such records.
PULP supports the principle of broadening access to agency records while
protecting the confidentiality of those New Yorkers to which such records refer.
In the public utility field, protection of the PII of consumers is strongly required
by both State and Federal law. It is consistent with such safeguards, therefore,
for the Speaker’s bill to similarly take steps to protect PII while allowing the
underlying data to be scrutinized as part of the Council’s legislative oversight.
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PULP’s experience in this area underscores its value. In 2014 PULP
released an analysis of 2 years’ worth of complaint data on energy service
companies (ESCOs): 10,000 complaints obtained only with intensive work
under the state’s Freedom of Information Law provided clear documentation of
their targeting of seniors, low-income people, and speakers for whom English
was not their first language—for deception. The potential for similar data to be
available under the Speaker’s, Chair Koo and Council Member Holden’s, and
Council Member Kallos’s proposals offers a welcome opportunity.
The Speaker’s bill is also critically important in assisting the Council in
fully explicating Agencies’ budgets when making its decisions during budget
consideration. Certainly in 2018, Council Members repeatedly requested details
of programs, asking Agencies to be more transparent in their submitted
budgets.
For example, when something called a “one-shot” was referred to during
one hearing, it was discussed solely in terms of rental assistance. While that
program is critically important to New Yorkers, “one shots” also refer to a staterequired utility assistance program, under Public Service Law 131-s, that
provides an essential safety net for New York’s low-income utility consumers.
New York City is appropriately responsive to consumers in need of these
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funds—often the difference between warmth and light and cold and dark.
PULP believes that more rigorous and aggressive pursuit of utility practices
would save the City significant funding in this program: i.e., better enrollment
in the utilities’ low-income discount programs would diminish the City’s need
to provide supplemental funding. How much, however, is not evident given the
absence of such detail in the budget.
In addition, New York City has a tremendous resource in DORIS, the
Department of Records and Information Services. This unsung agency is vital to
preserving the historical and contemporary records of New York’s government
and the innumerable bits of data it creates when it touches the lives of the
millions of current and former New Yorkers
Most important, thanks to Local Law 30 of 2017 and Executive Order 120
of 2008, and DORIS’s language action plan, DORIS provides access to the City’s
vital records to all New Yorkers regardless of the language they speak
The legislation that is the subject of today’s hearing is both a logical
outgrowth of DORIS’s historic mission and the leadership shown by the
Council in 2017, and an important buttress against a time like now, when
inconvenient facts from New York City’s past and present are labeled “fake
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news” so that they might be replaced by misrepresentation and dangerous
dogma.
Consequently, two of the three bills being considered today—Chairman
Koo and Council Member Holden’s bill to standardize the format of data in
agency reports and Council Member Kallos’s bill concerning digitization of
historic data—assume additional importance beyond their promotion of
transparency and accountability. They continue the process begun in Mayoral
Directive 2015-3, which superseded Directive 92-3.
While the Public Utility Law Project of New York does not often comment
on specific NYC ordinances or local laws, we believe that a process that
continues New York City’s broadening and easing of access to vital public
records is valuable to the City’s residents generally, and specifically for the
vulnerable households that are the focus of our mission.
In particular, we believe that New York City’s Open Data portal is a
worthy and forward-looking experiment, and it appears that these three bills
are consistent with its spirit and the City’s varied open data initiatives. Making
that data clear, per Chairman Koo and Council Member Holden’s proposal, and
in formats available to New Yorkers who struggle with technology, is a
welcome addition to the challenge the City has taken on with the Portal.
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In addition, I wish to note that we look forward to having the opportunity
to return and discuss cable-broadband issues at more length with this
Committee, and the Council generally, because the City of New York, and
particularly this Council and this Mayor, are strongly supportive of protecting
the voice of all of New York City’s residents and our incredibly strong and
valuable history of immigration.
And thus we must all work together to protect and encourages those
voices on the Internet through Net Neutrality and such other actions as will
give voice to the voiceless and vulnerable.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak on these three bills.
###
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